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Iso&opic tension is simulated in nanoscale polycfystalline copper with IOnm grain size using large-
scale molecular dynamics. The namcrystalline copper is fabricated on the computer by growing
randomly oriented grains ikom seed sites in the simulations cell. Constant volume stAn rates of
108.1010 ~ ~o”~idered for systems ranging from 105-106 atoms using an EAM intemtOInic

potential for copper. The spacing between voids for room temperature single crystal simulations is
found to scale approximately as 1-0.005 C. fi, where C, is the sound speed and “fis the strain rate.

Below strain rates of about 109, only one void is observed to nucleate and grow in the 10nm poly-
crystalline simulation cell. The growth of small voids is simulated by cutting a void out of the sim-
ulation cell and repeating the isotropic expansion.

INTRODUCTION

When tensile shock waves overlap in a ductile
metA, extreme stat-m of tension arc created and
internal failure occurs through the nucleation,
growth, and linking of microscopic voids. This pro-
cess, known as spallation, has been the subject of
extensive metallurgical investigation [1-3]. The
spallation of ductile metals depends upon the mag-
nitude of the tensile stress, the length of time at
stress, and the metallurgical state of the metal (grain
size, impurity concentration,... ). Experimental mea-
surements of the span strength of copper range
from 1.5 to 4.5GPa depending on the metallurgical
state [4]. Models of spallation am necessarily statis-
tical and continuum in nature. While mature models
for void growth are available [5], there remains sev-
eral issues regarding the growth of small voids in
single crystals, the nature of the nucleation process
(homogeneouslheterogeneous) and nucleation sites,
and the process of void linking at late times. The
purpose of the molecular dynamics study presented
in thk paper is to examine nucleation and early
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growth in ductile metals under constant strain rate
tensile expansion.
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FIGURE1,A slicedmmgh&eidealizedfour@n micrmmw-
ti uxd inthevoidnudeatimsimulations.‘W splw-eofmoms
at thegraincenterweheld fixed during pmcessi”g and allowed
to evolve during failure. ‘k simulation cell is expanded in all
dkctions at a consrant rare.
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FIGUR@ 2. Stress as a function of wlume P atom (r.3, re=2.54

Al@ for a ,trin * of 7.7X1OV.

METHODS

A polycrystalline copper metal with nanoscale
grains is simulated using the ideafized space tilling
model of Phillpot and coworkers [6]. A thh slice

through the simulation cell is shown in Figure 1. On
each of four FCC seed sites, witM the cubic simu-
lation cell, a randomly oriented grain is grown with

the P=O, T=300K lattice spacing out to the Voronoi
boundary with the neighboring seed sites while
maintaining periodic boundary conditions. The cen-

ter of each grain is held fixed while the surrounding
atoms arc brought to the melting temperature at
P=O,then returned to T=3COK.Using a 12nm simu-
lation cell, thk procedure generated a four grain

microstructure with N=14 1705 atoms. Each grain

has octahedral symmetry.
The embedded-atom method [7] with parame-

ters due to Oh and Johnson [8] is used to model
copper. The equations of motion are integrated

using a Verlet leap-frog algorithm [9] with a time
step of 5fs. Considering the thermal conduction

being largely electronic and the mean tiee path of

the elections being much larger than our simulation
cell, we approximate the system at constant temper-
ature (T=300) with a global thermostat [10]. To

simulate a constant uniform expansion strain rate,
the position of every atom in the simulation cell is
written

~=Hg

where ,rc IO, l] and H = {cz,~,g]is a

mahix composed of the three vectors of the simula-

tion cell [11]. A constant strain rate is simulated by

specifying a constant time derivative of H.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fesulting stiess as a functiun uf volume fur

a simulated strain rate of 7.7x 108s-1 is shown in

Figure 2. The system is elastic up to failure, which
occurs at 8.4GPa. Also shown in Figure 2 arc the

results for simulations at the same sfmiu rate with a

(a)

(b)

figure 3. A slim throughrhe simulationcell at tiw of failure (a)

Y=7.7X108S-1, (WY=6.1X109S-1.
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FfGURS 4. SQWScur,ea for two simulationswith die samegeo-
metic micmstmcbue but differing in tk n.mter of atoms per
grain.Tk bandis rberangeof experimerdaldatafor cop~r.

small void (3.75nm) placed at the center of one
grain and at the junction between all four grains.

A thin slice from the simulation with no pre-
existing voids is shown at the time of failure in Fig-
ure 3a. The system nucleates a single void at the
grain junction. This void grows by emitting disloca-
tions into the surrounding grains as can be seen by
the mismatch of the lattice planes at the center of
the grains and the distortion in groin shape. At a

strain rate of 6. lx 109s”1 (F@re 3h), many more
voids nucleate and decorate the grain boundties
with very little distortion of the surrounding grains.

The affect of system size waa studied by simu-
lating failure in two systems the first was similar to
the previous simulation with different grain Orienta-
tions and N=l 3849tl the second used the same geu-
metric microstructure and grain orientations, but
twice the cell length in each dkection. The only dif-
ference being the number of atoms, N=l 141045 in
the larger system. The resulting stress curve is
shown in Fkgure 4. The curve for the smaller system
is qualitatively the same aa before while the larger
system yields at a much lower strain. Given the
wane microstructure and hence the same number of
nucleation sites for a slower strain rate, one hypoth-
esis is that the stored elaatic energy per nucleation
site determines the stmin at which failure occurs.
TMs energy is greater for a given strain for the

larger system and is the energy available to drive
the growth of voids.

Figure 2 illustrates the dependence of the num-
ber of voids nucleated at failure upon the strain rate.
To investigate this further, we consider the failme of
a single crystal so that nucleation is homogeneous.
A slice through the simulation cell at the time of

failure fur a 6.1X109S-1stmin rate is shown in Fig-
ure 5. Several voids are visible, By enumerating the
number of voids at thk and higherflower strsin rates
we quantify the dependence of void spacing on
strain rate. The result is shown in F@ure 6. Several
conclusions me evident. The data in the range of
thk study is nesdy linear on this log-log plot and is
well approximated by the expression 1-0,005 C~/ y,

where C. = 3480m/s is the bulk srrund speed and ‘y

is the strain rate. At high stmin rates (101ls-l) the
void spacing is approaching the interatomic spac-
ing, The study of slower strain rates, in the experi.
mental range, requires much larger system sizes or
a special continuum boundary condition.

The simulations presented here are for a fixed
strain rate.. Experimentally there will be a range of

strain rates up to the peak stmin rate (-106), result-
ing in a specmum of void sizes and spscings.

FfGUSE 5, A slim tbrwgh tie simulation cell d.ring yield~

of single crystal copper al ‘f = 7.7xl &s-1. Several voids w
nucleating.
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FIGURE6.Thedependence of void spacing on strain mte during

simulated isotropic expansion of single crystrd copper.
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